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In Beckenbach and Bellman [I, p. 51 the following inequality of Ky Fan 
is given: 
Let 0 < xi < 8 for i = 1, 2, *a*, n. Then 
with equality only if all xi are equal. 
Here this result will be extended as follows. 
THEOREM. Let 4(u) hawe a third derivative,for 0 < u < 26 with 4”‘(u) > 0. 
IfO<xi<bandO<p,forl<i<nandallsumsareforl<i<nthen 
Moreover if+“‘(u) > 0 on (0,2b) then equality occurs above only if all xi are 
equal. 
There is an obvious integral analogue of the above. 
The result of Ky Fan is the case 4(u) = log u, pi = 1 and b = i. 
PROOF OF THEOREM. Let a be a constant, 0 < a < b, to be chosen later. 
Let 
F(u) = j(u) - +(2b - u). (2) 
ThenforO<u<bandsome0,0<0<1, 
F(u) = F(a) + (u - a)F’(a) + $ (u - a)2F’(a + qu - u)). 
Clearly 
(3) 
3ya + qu - a)) = +ya + elu - u)) - 4”(2b - a - e(u - u)) 
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or 
F”(U + e(u - u)) = - 2[b - a - Lqu - u)] cj”‘(U,) (4 
where a + e(u - u) < u1 < 2b - a - 0(u - a) and the bracket in (4) 
is nonnegative since u < b and u < b. Hence since (5”’ 3 0 
F’(u + qu - a)) < 0. 
Thus by (2) and (3) 
#@) - +(Z - u) d $(a) - #(2b - 4 + (u - a) Q+ 
In (5) set u = xi multiply by pi and sum. Set 
U = EpfXi/Epi e 
This yields (1) and since 0 < xi < b it follows that 0 < a < b. 
Suppose now that 4”‘(u) > 0 on (0,2b). Then by (4) 
(5) 
(6) 
F'+ + etu - u)) < 0 (7) 
unless a = b and u = b. By (6) u = b only if all xi = b. In other words (7) 
holds unless all xi are equal to b. Using (7) in (3) proves (5) with inequality 
unless i( = a. Hence unless all x, = u the equality sign cannot occur in (1). 
This proves the theorem. 
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